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Global Vegetation Project User Guide 

The Global Vegetation Project map displaying a photo point of a mixed grass prairie from the project’s home base 
of Laramie, WY. 

 

Our Mission and Vision 
 
The mission of the Global Vegetation Project is to inspire and empower people of all ages to learn about 
the diversity of vegetation on our planet and to provide educators with a resource for teaching online. 
With the help of user submitted photos, location information, and vegetation information, we have 
developed an interactive biogeographical map where “travelers” can virtually navigate to points to 
explore vegetation types and the associated climate. Users can also filter photo points by temperature, 
precipitation, elevation, or biome, which expands the ways that phenomena can be observed and 
analyzed. 

 

The User Interface 
 
Our website has four navigation tabs: 

● Home: Here you can learn more about our mission and vision and watch a short video 
about the interactive map. We also share articles about the project here. 

● About: Dig deeper into the project goals and meet our staff and partners. 
● Photo Submission: Contribute your own photos to the GVeg map. You will need a 

vegetation photo, the vegetation type, the photographer's name, photo coordinates, and a 
short list of dominant species. Bulk upload forms available upon request, email 
global.vegetation@gmail.com.  

● Explore Vegetation: Open the interactive map of community-sourced vegetation photos 
with interactive layers, climate diagrams, and search filters. 
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Exploring Vegetation 
 

It is recommended that you open the interactive application before continuing on. There is 
a visual guide for the map interface located at the end of this section. 
 

1. Navigation 
a. The Explore vegetation tab opens up the interactive map of community-sourced 

vegetation photos.  
b. You can click and drag the map to navigate, zoom with the mouse/touchpad or +/- 

buttons in the upper left hand corner, and click the globe icon in the upper left 
hand corner to zoom out to the full map extent. 

c. Clusters of vegetation photo points are displayed across the map. The numbers 
displayed indicate the number of photos in the regional cluster. Zoom in to view 
individual photos. 

2. Map Layers 
a. Click the layer icon in the upper right hand corner of the map to open layer 

options. Check the layers you want to toggle or turn on. 
b. Layer options: 

i. Aerial: Change the map to satellite imagery 
ii. Map: Change the map to the National Geographic style map 

iii. Temperature: display a colored map of yearly average temperatures (°C) 
iv. Precipitation: display a colored map of yearly average precipitation (mm) 
v. Elevation: display a shaded relief map of elevation (m) 

vi. Aridity: display a shaded map of aridity indices (mean annual 
precip/potential evapotranspiration) where lower values indicate higher 
aridity (0-10 scale) 

vii. Biomes: displays biome ranges as defined by Ellis et al. 2010 
viii. Ecoregions: displays ecoregion ranges as defined by Dinerstein et al. 

2017 

3. Tab: Photo  
a. Clicking on a blue photo point opens a photo pop-up and loads associated 

information into the photo tab on the right side of the application. 
b. The bold name at the top of the photo tab is the user classified vegetation type. 

Below is the biome as defined by Ellis et al. 2010.  
c. Associated information fields: 

i. Photographer name and submission date below the photo 
ii. Link to larger high resolution photo (will open in a new window) 

iii. Location: photo location 
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iv. Ecoregion: ecoregion as defined by Dinerstein et al. 2017 
v. Dominant species: photographer submitted list of dominant species at the 

location, links connect to the iNaturalist page for each species 
vi. Comments: photographer submitted comments about the location 

vii. Naturalness: photographer defined level of naturalness (anthropogenic, 
natural, or semi-natural) 

viii. Vegetation classification system: the system used to determine the 
vegetation type at the location 

ix. Articles: photographer submitted information on journal articles, 
websites, or other publications associated with the photo 

x. URL to this photo: A unique URL that can be extracted to link directly to 
the individual photo point. Useful for educators looking to establish 
examples of phenomena. 

4. Tab: Climate Diagrams 
a. This tab opens up climate information associated with each selected point. 
b. Walter and Lieth diagram: summarize average climatic conditions for a 

location over a specific period of time. Users can select “Historic” or “Recent” to 
change the time period displayed. See “Interpreting Walter and Lieth Climate 
Diagrams” for more information. All units are displayed in metric values.  

c. Whittaker biome diagram: place photo points onto a graph of Whittaker’s 
biome classifications based on average regional temperature and precipitation. 
Biome names are displayed upon hover. 

5. Tab: Filters 
a. This tab opens up several filter options which constrain the points displayed on 

the map based on one or more parameters. 
b. Sliding filters: move sliders from either end to constrain the minimum and 

maximum range of values for each parameter. Users can constrain some or all 
parameters at once. 

i. Mean Annual Precipitation (mm/yr) 
ii. Mean Annual Temperature (°C) 

iii. Elevation (m) 
c. Biome drop-down: select any number of biomes for which points should be 

displayed. Select all or deselect all can be used to speed the process. 

6. Extracting Data 
a. There are multiple ways that users can extract both qualitative and quantitative 

data to support teaching and learning. Here are a few suggestions. 
b. Qualitative Data: 
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i. Species richness: visually determine counts of different species, can be 
supplemented with the user submitted list but there is no constraint on the 
number of species a user must enter beyond a minimum of one 

ii. Biomass: visually determine total cover as percent or ranking 
iii. Disturbance: visually determine degree of disturbances from human 

causes (e.g. roads, farming) or animal use, can supplement with the 
naturalness ranking if classified by the user 

iv. Community structure: visually determine relative cover or rankings of 
the amount of trees, shrubs, grasses, and flowers 

v. Species presence/absence: track whether or not a species occurs at 
different sites, can be supplemented with the user submitted list but there 
is no constraint on which species a user must enter beyond a minimum of 
one 

vi. Biomes and ecoregions: determine the local biome and ecoregion from 
the associated photo data, Whittaker biome diagram, and map layers 

c. Quantitative Data: 
i. Historic and recent average monthly and yearly temperature: extract 

from Walter and Lieth diagrams, precipitation and temperature layers 
ii. Historic and recent average monthly and yearly precipitation: extract 

from Walter and Lieth diagrams, precipitation and temperature layers 
iii. Regional and local elevation: extract from Walter and Lieth diagrams, 

elevation layer 
iv. Regional and local aridity: extract from aridity layer 
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User Interface Visual Guide 
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Photo Submission 
 

1. Requirements 
a. Users are encouraged to submit their own photos to grow the interactive map. The 

most useful contributions will include a high quality photo of vegetation with no 
people or domestic animals pictured. Photos should be landscape (i.e. not a close 
up shot of individual species) with as many clear and distinguishable plants as 
possible.  

b. Bulk upload forms available upon request, email global.vegetation@gmail.com.  
c. All of the following required fields must be filled for submission. 
d. Images:  browse computer files to upload JPEG, PNG, or RAW image files 
e. Full Name: photographer credit 
f. Latitude and Longitude: enter coordinates as accurately as possible. Users can 

drop a pin on the map display (satellite or general reference) to automatically fill 
these fields.  

g. Species list: Manually enter the botanical Latin name of species found at the site 
or select from the list. At least one dominant species must be listed but more are 
encouraged if known. Listed species will be linked to iNaturalist pages. 

2. Optional Fields 
a. Observation date: date the photo was taken 
b. Email address: remains confidential, allows Gveg admin to contact if there are 

questions about the submission 
c. Associated publication DOI: link to share research associated with the photo 
d. Place name: location the photo was taken, helps viewers to better understand the 

geography of the area 
e. Landscape naturalness: user defined category representing the level of human 

disturbance at the site 
f. Vegetation type: user defined vegetation classification using any system, highly 

increases the value of the photo to scientific and educational exploration of the map 
g. Vegetation classification system: classification system selected by the user to 

determine vegetation type 
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3. Licensing and Data Storage 
a. By submitting your photos, you agree to 1) provide the Global Vegetation 

Project/Biodiversity Institute/UWyo a CC-BY-NC-SA 4.0 license and 2) your 
images will be 'sub-licensed' by us to end-users (educators) under the same license. 
Please do not submit any content that could be considered irrelevant, illegal, or 
harmful. 

b. Each user submission (image and image attributes) is stored within a Microsoft 
SQL Server relational database and our associated cloud file storage server for at 
least 15 days. Validated submissions are stored at the Advanced Research 
Computing Center (ARCC) at the University of Wyoming.  
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Interpreting Walter and Lieth Climate Diagrams 
 
You can generate a Walter and Lieth climate diagram for each vegetation photo point by clicking 
the point and then selecting the “Climate Diagrams” tab in the user interface. These climate 
diagrams summarize average and seasonal climatic conditions for a specified region over a 
historic (1961-2009) or recent (2010-2018) time period. You can toggle between time periods by 
clicking the desired option displayed above the diagram. Temperature trends are displayed as a 
red line and precipitation trends are displayed as a blue line.  
 

Anatomy of a Climate Diagram 

Interpreting Climatic Trends 
 

 

 When the blue line is above the red 
line, conditions are humid 

 

 When the red line is above the blue 
line, conditions are dry 

 

 When the blue line is above 100 m, 
conditions are wet 
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Interpreting Whittaker Biome Diagrams 
 
You can generate a Whittaker biome diagram for each vegetation photo point by clicking the 
point and then selecting the “Climate Diagrams” tab in the user interface. These biome 
diagrams display where a point fits into Whittaker’s terrestrial biome classification system which 
explains major global patterns of vegetation based on regional annual averages for temperature 
and precipitation. There are 9 possible biomes shown in the diagram. 
 
Educational Resources on Whittaker’s system:  
Geography and You Biome Classification Article  
BioNinja Ecosystem Analysis Notes  
University of Miami Biome Lecture Notes 
 

Anatomy of a Biome Diagram 

 

 
 


